
Los alumnos de 1º de ESO A se han puesto manos a la obra y han 

diseñado y construido su propia “dream house”. Sin embargo, tanta casa se les 

hace un mundo y han decidido ponerle un cartel de “for sale or rent”. A 

continuación, los alumnos describen y explican las características del inmueble 

in English, of course: 

 

 

This house has got a small hall. It has got a 

sofa and a TV. And it also has got paintings on the 

walls and a nice carpet on the floor. In the living 

room there are four paintings on the wall. It is fully 

decorated. There is a comfortable sofa to watch a 

very big TV.  

 

 

 

 

The house has got a small but 

charming kitchen. There are a lot of 

appliances and furniture in it. The kitchen has 

got a large worktop to cook on it. The kitchen 

also has got stairs to the upper floor.  

 

 

This fabulous house has got two 

bedrooms: the green room and the purple room. 

The green room has got a sofa to play 

videogames and to watch TV too. In the green 

room there are three big speakers to listen the 



sound of TV or music in High Fidelity. There is a brown wardrobe to keep 

clothes inside. At the rear there is a single bed and next to it there is a chest to 

keep cool stuff. 

In the Purple room there is 

a big bed and a big wardrobe with 

a mirror on it. Next to the bed 

there is a bedside cabinet and a 

chest with toys. Near the chest 

there is a desk with a laptop. As 

you can see, there are windows, 

so the room is very illuminated.  

 

The house has got a big bathroom too. 

There is a toilet, a washbasin and a mirror 

above it. The bathroom has got a shower 

included in the bathtub. The washbasin has 

got a tiny armoire to keep things inside. 

There are blue tiles decorating the bathroom.  

 

 

Finally, this fantastic house has got 

a big tree in its garden. There is grass and 

a large swimming pool to enjoy in summer. 

In the garden there is a bench and a very 

long fence too. 

 

 

 

 



Por último, ponemos cara a nuestros “young architects and interior 

designers”, quienes posan con sus creaciones: 

 

  

 

 

 

 Hall: Jesús David, Fran and Andrew.     Living room: Abián, Naim and Sarabi. 

       

  

 

 

 

Kitchen: Paola, Bárbara and Inés.  Green room: Eduardo, Egoitz and Edgar. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Purple room: Andrea, Johan and Alejandra 

Bathroom: Joaquín, Ana and Alfonso.    Garden: Ángel Gabriel, Adrián and Alexia. 


